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Abstract

We present an algorithm that efficiently constructs a vis-
ibility map for a given view of a polygonal scene. The
view is represented by a BSP tree and the visibility map
is obtained by postprocessing of that tree. The scene is
organised in a kD-tree that is used to perform an approxi-
mate occlusion sweep. The occlusion sweep is interleaved
with hierarchical visibility tests what results in expected
output sensitive behaviour of the algorithm. We evaluate
our implementation of the method on several scenes and
demonstrate its application to discontinuity meshing.
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1 Introduction

Computation of visibility maps is related to the problem of
visible surface determination. Visible surface algorithms
aim to determine a collection of visible surfaces for a given
view of the scene. A visibility map contains more informa-
tion — it captures also the topology of the view. Visibility
map is a graph representing the view of a polygonal scene
in which vertices, edges and faces are associated with ver-
tices, edges and polygons of the scene. Each element of
the visibility map holds information about its adjacent el-
ements. See Figure1 for an example of a visibility map.

Visibility maps can be used to construct an approxi-
mate discontinuity mesh [16, 12] in the context of radiosity
global illumination algorithm. Another their application
is efficient antialiasing for high resolution rendering [10].
Visibility maps can also guide occluder preprocessing for
real time visibility culling [1, 5, 13]. A visibility map pro-
vides cues that can help a user to understand the view of
the scene [10].

We present an algorithm that efficiently constructs a vis-
ibility map for a given view of the scene. The method
does not rely on a single projection plane and easily han-
dles a view of 360 degrees that spans the whole spatial
angle. The algorithm is exact in the sense that it does
not use a discrete representation of the view. The view
is represented hierarchically what allows its efficient con-
struction and postprocessing. The algorithm uses an ap-
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proximate occlusion sweep interleaved with hierarchical
visibility tests. This concept results in output sensitive be-
havior of the algorithm in practice without the necessity
of complicated data structures for obtaining exact priority
order of scene polygons.

2 Related work

A lot of research has been devoted to visibility problems
due to their importance in computer graphics, computer
vision, and robotics. A recent interdisciplinary survey was
published by Durand [6]. Computation of visibility maps
is related to the visible surface determination [9]. Tradi-
tional visible surface algorithms such as the algorithm of
Watkins, Weiler-Atherton, Warnock [7] or Fuchs et al. [8]
provide output that can be used for the construction of vis-
ibility maps. Unfortunatelly these methods do not scale
very well to large scenes with dense occlusion.

The visible surface algorithms are nowadays dominated
by z-buffer that is often implemented in hardware. Never-
theless it is difficult to reconstruct a visibility map from the
discretized image obtained by the z-buffer algorithm. An-
other drawback of z-buffer is the lack of output sensitivity
of the algorithm. Therefore many recent techniques aim
to increase efficiency of z-buffered rendering by visibility
culling [1, 5, 11, 13].

Recently computation of visibility maps was studied by
Stewart and Karkanis [16]. They propose an interesting
algorithm for construction of approximate visibility maps
using dedicated graphics hardware. They first render the
scene in theitem buffer. Then they construct a rectilinear
graph that isrelaxed to match the edges and vertices of
visible scene polygons. The drawback of the algorithm is
that it can fail to correctly relax all features of the visibil-
ity map. Grasset et al. [10] dealt with theoretical opera-
tions on visibility maps and their applications in computer
graphics.

3 Algorithm overview

The proposed algorithm consists of two main steps: Firstly
an occlusion tree [1] is constructed for a given view of
the scene. The occlusion tree is conceptually a BSP tree
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Figure 1: (a) A view of a scene with 556 polygons. (b) The view with the corresponding visibility map. Color coding of
the visibility map vertices corresponds to the number of adjacent edges. Edges are colored depending on their semantic
classification. (c) A sweep through the visibility map allows to identify only edges corresponding to “corners” (black)
and edges forming “shadow” boundaries (red).

representing the view. Secondly the visibility map is con-
structed by postprocessing of the occlusion tree. The hier-
archical structure of the occlusion tree is used for efficient
lookups of adjacent elements of the visibility map.

The occlusion tree is constructed using an approxi-
mate occlusion sweep with respect to the given viewpoint.
Scene polygons are swept in an approximate front-to-back
order that is established using a kD-tree. The order is
approximate in the sense that a currently processed poly-
gon can be occluded by a constant number of unprocessed
polygons. The occlusion tree is constructed incrementally
by inserting the currently processed polygon. At each step
the occlusion tree represents the view of the scene con-
sisting of already processed polygons. The traversal of
the kD-tree is interleaved with hierarchical visibility tests
applied on its nodes. The visibility test uses the current
occlusion tree to determine visibility of a region corre-
sponding to the given node of the kD-tree. If the region
is invisible the corresponding node and its whole subtree
are culled.

When the occlusion tree represents the complete view
it is used to construct the visibility map. Each non-empty
leaf of the occlusion tree corresponds to a fragment of a
visible polygon. Visibility map is constructed by inserting
the visible fragments and updating adjacency links to the
fragments already processed. For each fragment the oc-
clusion tree is used to efficiently locate its neighbor frag-
ments. All subsequent operations are restricted to the lo-
cated neighbors. When the construction of the visibility
map is finished a simple sweep through the map can clas-
sify its edges and vertices into several categories. Based on
this classification the visibility map can pruned depending
on the particular application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
next section outlines the concept of approximate occlusion
sweep. Section5 discusses the construction of occlusion
tree. Section6 briefly discusses the use of occlusion tree
for hierarchical visibility tests. In Section7 we discuss
the construction of visibility map by postprocessing of the

occlusion tree. Section8 contains evaluation of our im-
plementation of the proposed method. Finally Section9
concludes the paper.

4 Approximate occlusion sweep

Traditional list-priority methods for visible surface deter-
mination aim to determine strict priority ordering of the
scene polygons. A popular approach is the algorithm using
an autopartition BSP tree [8] for the scene polygons. By
simple traversal of the tree a strict front-to-back or back-
to-front order of the polygons can be determined. The dis-
advantage of the method is that the BSP tree increases the
amount of scene polygons due to splitting. Additionally
the tree is not well suited to dynamic scenes since the par-
titioning planes are aligned with the scene polygons.

We use a novel concept of approximate priority order-
ing: approximate occlusion sweep. The approximate oc-
clusion sweep processes the scene polygons in an approx-
imate front-to-back order: a currently processed polygon
can be occluded byk unprocessed polygons. In practice
k is typically very small and very oftenk = 0. The main
advantage of the method is that almost any common spa-
tial index (kD-tree, octree, bounding volume hierarchy, ...)
can be used to establish the approximate front-to-back or-
der.

The approximate occlusion sweep is used to construct
the occlusion tree and so the tree construction algorithm
must be able to process polygons in reverse order (k >
0). In our method this case is resolved consistently with a
certain performance penalty as discussed in Section5.

We used kD-tree to organize the scene polygons that is
constructed according to thesurface are heuristics[14].
The tree is built by recursive subdivision until certain ter-
mination criteria are met. Leaves of the tree contain ref-
erences to scene polygons. In practice each leaf contains
a small number of references (number of objects per leaf
is one of the termination criteria of the tree construction
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Figure 2: Approximate occlusion sweep. The scene is pro-
cessed in an approximate front-to-back order. The order is
defined by the traversal of a spatial hierarchy. On the fig-
ure a breadth-first-like traversal is depicted. In a currently
visited region polygons are processed in random order.

algorithm1). A simple depth-first traversal of the tree can
be used that visits leaves of the tree in a front-to-back or-
der [8]. All polygons associated with a leaf are processed
in random order.

Alternatively a priority stack can be used for the kD-tree
traversal where the priority of the node is inversely propor-
tional to the minimal distance of the node from the view-
point. This approach can be used for octree and bounding
volume hierarchies. An illustration of the approximate oc-
clusion is depicted in Figure2.

5 Occlusion tree

Occlusion tree [1] is a BSP tree representing a view of the
scene. It is conceptually equivalent to the Shadow Volume
BSP tree introduced by Chin and Feiner [4]. A BSP repre-
sentation of the image was also used by Naylor [15] who
proposed an efficient and elegant way of output sensitive
rendering of scenes organised in an autopartition BSP tree.
Naylor uses the scene BSP tree to obtain a strict front-to-
back order of scene polygons and incrementally constructs
the image BSP tree. As mentioned in the previous section
our method relaxes the constraint of strict front-to-back
order what allows to exploit various spatial hierarchies for
the construction of the occlusion tree.

We briefly describe the structure of the occlusion tree
and the algorithm of its construction. We present a nec-
essary modification of the algorithm that allows to insert
polygons in an approximate front-to-back order. More de-

1In a pathological case, when the scene objects are not separable by
an orthogonal plane, there can be as much asO(n) objects per leaf.

tails on occlusion trees and their applications can be found
in [1, 2, 3].

5.1 Structure of occlusion tree

Occlusion tree is a BSP tree where each node represents a
set of raysQN emanating from the viewpoint. The root of
the tree represents the whole view. Each interior nodeN is
associated with a planeπN passing through the viewpoint.
Right child ofN represents raysQN∩π+

N , left childQN∩
π−N , whereπ+

N andπ−N are halfspaces induced byπN .
Leaves of the tree are classifiedin or out. If N is an

out-leaf,QN represents unoccluded rays. IfN is anin-
leaf it is associated with a closest scene polygonP that
is intersected by the corresponding set of raysQN . Fur-
therN stores a fragmentFN that is an intersection of the
polygonP andQN .

It is easier to think about the occlusion tree in a re-
stricted projection to a particular 2D viewport. The root
of the tree corresponds to the whole viewport. Each inte-
rior node is associated with a line subdividing the current
polygonal region in two parts. Leaves of the tree repre-
sent either empty region of the viewport or a fragment of
a visible polygon.

Occlusion tree constructed for a single polygonP con-
tains interior nodes corresponding to the planes defined by
edges ofP and the viewpoint. We call such a treeelemen-
tary occlusion tree, denoted e-OT(P ) (see Figure3).
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Figure 3: Elementary occlusion tree for a single polygon.

5.2 Construction of occlusion tree

Occlusion tree is constructed incrementally by inserting
scene polygons in the order given by the approximate oc-
clusion sweep. The algorithm inserting a polygonP in the
tree maintains two variables — the current nodeNc and
the current polygon fragmentFc. Initially Nc is set to the
root of the occlusion tree andFc equals toP .



The insertion of a polygon in the tree proceeds as fol-
lows: If Nc is an interior node we determine the position of
Fc and the planeπNc associated withNc. If Fc lies in the
positive halfspace induced byπNc the algorithm continues
in the right subtree. Similarly ifFc lies in the negative
halfspace induced byπNc

the algorithm continues in the
left subtree. IfFc intersects both halfspaces it is split by
πNc into two partsF+

c andF−c and the algorithm proceeds
in both subtrees ofNc with relevant fragments ofFc.

If Nc is a leaf node then we make a decision depending
on its classification. IfNc is anout-leaf thenFc is visible
andNc is replaced by e-OT(Fc). If Nc is an in-leaf the
mutual position ofFc and fragmentFNc associated with
Nc is determined. IfFc is behindFNc it is invisible and
no modification to the tree necessary. OtherwiseNc is re-
placed by e-OT(Fc) and the old fragmentFNc

is inserted
in the new subtree e-OT(Fc) using the just described poly-
gon insertion algorithm. The nodes corresponding to the
edges of the old fragmentFNc are kept in the tree. Con-
sequently the tree is slightly larger than it would be in the
case of inserting polygons in a strict front-to-back order.
An example of an occlusion tree for three polygons is de-
picted in Figure4.
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Figure 4: Three polygons and the corresponding occlu-
sion tree. PolygonP2 is split into two visible fragments.
P3 is partially covered byP2 and so the tree reflects only
its visible partP3a.

6 Hierarchical visibility tests

To increase efficiency of the algorithm, the traversal of the
scene kD-tree is interleaved with visibility tests applied on
its nodes. If the test determines that the node is invisible

the corresponding subtree and all polygons it contains are
culled.

We use a conservative visibility test that performs a con-
strained depth first search on the occlusion tree using a
bounding box corresponding to the given kD-tree node.
Starting at the root of the occlusion tree the position of the
box and the plane associated with the root is determined.
If the box intersects only positive halfspace defined by the
plane the algorithm recursively continues in the right sub-
tree. Similarly, if the box intersects only negative halfs-
pace the algorithm proceeds in the left subtree. If the box
spans both halfspaces both subtrees are processed recur-
sively. Reaching anout-leaf the algorithm identifies the
node as visible and terminates. Reaching anin-leaf the
position of the box and the fragment associated with the
leaf is determined. If the box lies at least partially in front
of the fragment it is visible and the algorithm terminates.
If the search does not find any visible part of the box the
corresponding node can be culled.

7 Construction of visibility map

Visibility map is constructed by postprocessing of the
complete occlusion tree. The advantage of this approach is
that only visible polygons are considered for the construc-
tion of the map. Eachin-leaf of the tree corresponds to a
visible fragment and each such fragment is incrementally
inserted in the visibility map.

Visibility map consist of the following elements:

• vm-vertex— a vm-vertex corresponds to a vertex of a
scene polygon or an apparent vertex that results from
an intersection of edges in the view.

• vm-polygon— a vm-polygon corresponds to a frag-
ment associated with a leaf of the occlusion tree.

• vm-edge— a vm-edge corresponds to an edge or a
part of an edge of a scene polygon. Acontourvm-
edge is associated with a single vm-polygon, other
vm-edges are associated with two polygons, each on
one side of the edge.

The elements of the visibility map contain the following
connectivity information:

• vm-vertex
list of adjacent vm-edges,
list of adjacent vm-polygons.

• vm-edge
the two vm-vertices it connects,
the two vm-polygons that share this vm-edge (one is
possibly empty).

• vm-polygon
list of vm-edges that bound the polygon,
list of adjanced vm-vertices.



There is some redundancy in the above described rep-
resentation, but the redundant information provides some
more efficient lookups.

The visibility map is linked with the occlusion tree so
that eachin-leaf of the tree contains a link to the corre-
sponding vm-polygon. In the following sections we de-
scribe how the visibility map is constructed by inserting
visible fragments.

7.1 Neighbor location

In the first step of the insertion of a fragmentF we create
a new vm-polygonPF . PF is associated both withF and
the correspondingin-leaf of the occlusion tree. Then we
locate all already processedneighbour vm-polygonsthat
share a boundary withF . The algorithm performs a con-
strained search on the occlusion tree pruning subtrees that
have no intersection withF .

Then for each vertex ofF we check if it was already in-
serted in the map by comparing it with vm-vertices associ-
ated with the neighbour vm-polygons. If the correspond-
ing vm-vertex is not found we insert a new vm-vertex in
the map. The either found or newly created vm-vertex is
then is associated withPF .
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Figure 5: Neighbour location is performed using con-
strained depth first search on the occlusion tree. The figure
depicts a fragment, its five neighbours and symbolic illus-
tration of the search through the occlusion tree.

7.2 Inserting fragment edges

The crucial step of the visibility map construction is the
insertion of edges of the currently processed fragmentF .
For each edgeEi the following steps are performed:

1. Locate all vm-edges of the neighbour vm-polygons
that intersect theEi. Denote the set of such edgesE .

2. Create links from these edges ofE that completely
overlapEi to the new vm-polygonPF .

3. Create new vm-edges for part ofEi that is not cov-
ered by any edge fromE . These edges are associated
with PF and contain an empty link to the other vm-
polygon.

4. Subdivide and update edges ofE that partially over-
lapEi.

An illustration of the insertion of a new edge into the
visibility map is depicted in Figure6.
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Figure 6: Insertion of a new edge in the visibility map.
The figure depicts links corresponding to the updated or
newly created vm-edges.

7.3 Classification of edges and vertices

The elements of the visibility map can be classified into
several categories depending on the configuration of ele-
ments from their neigbourhood. We used the following
five categories:

• contour edge— an edge that is associated with a sin-
gle vm-polygon. It forms a part of the contour of the
view.

• shadow edge— an edge that forms a “shadow”
boundary. The two associated polygons do not share
the corresponding edge in 3D, i.e. there is a depth
discontinuity on the edge. The closer vm-polygon
associated with the edge is theoccluder the farther
is theoccludee.

• corner edge— an edge in a corner or on the rim of
an object. The edge is shared by two connected vm-
polygons that form an angle greater than the prede-
finedcrease angle.

• flat edge— the edge is shared by two connected vm-
polygons that form an angle smaller than the prede-
fined crease angle.



KD total OT culled
scene polygons nodes view time time vm-vertices vm-edges vm-polygons KD leaves

[−] [−] No. [s] [s] [−] [−] [−] [%]

I 0.24 0.15 642 1229 567 99.6
rad 26526 8809 II 0.14 0.07 555 1029 474 99.5

III 1.15 0.69 3312 6307 2906 94.0
I 0.02 0.01 39 62 24 98.8

soda 1685 4735 II 0.04 0.03 109 188 78 98.0
III 0.09 0.07 201 368 163 95.1

I 0.10 0.08 275 472 197 99.9
random 10000 47139 II 1.24 0.99 2269 3758 1472 95.0

III 4.38 2.98 12016 20718 8533 84.1

Table 1: Summary of the results. The table contains the scene name, the number of scene polygons, the number of
kD-tree nodes, the total time for construction of visibility map, the time for construction of occlusion tree, the number of
visibility map polygons, vertices and edges, and the percentage of leaves of the scene kD-tree culled by the hierarchical
visibility tests.

• bsp edge— a flat edge shared by vm-polygons that
result from splitting of the same scene polygon in the
process of construction of the occlusion tree

This classification enables to better understand the
structure of the view. Depending on the application only
edges of certain classes need to be considered. For exam-
ple in the context of discontinuity meshing the visibility
maps can be constructed with respect to each vertex of a
given light source. Then the shadow edges define a subset
of vertex-edge (VE) discontinuities due to the light source.

8 Results

We have implemented the proposed algorithm in C++ as
a part of larger experimental rendering system. We eval-
uated the construction of visibility maps using three types
of scenes:

• rad — a building interior with some detailed objects
and finer meshes resulting from the radiosity algo-
rithm. See Figures1, 9.

• soda— a building interior with large walls, see Fig-
ure8-a.

• random— random triangles, see Figure8-b.

The measurements were conducted on a PC with
500MHz CPU, 256MB RAM, running Linux. For each
scene we selected several viewpoints and measured the
following: the total time for construction of visibility map,
the time for construction of occlusion tree only, the num-
ber of visibility map vertices, edges and polygons, and the
percentage of leaves of the scene kD-tree culled by the
hierarchical visibility tests. The measurements are sum-
marized in Table1.

The first scene contains many polygons that result from
meshing due to computation of global illumination using

the radiosity method. For view with very restricted visibil-
ity (view No. I and II) the computation of visibility map is
very fast and majority of the scene (99%) is culled by the
hierarchical visibility tests. With less restricted visibility
the computational time increases approximately linearly
with the number of resulting vm-polygons.

The second scene is a building interior consisting of
large polygons. The resulting visibility map is much sim-
pler than for therad scene and computational times are
proportionally faster. A view of thesodascene is depicted
in Figure8-a.

The third scene contains 10000 randomly generated tri-
angles. Due to the lack of a regular structure the result-
ing visibility map is rather complex. Additionally, the
complexity of the view is increased due to mutual trian-
gle intersections. The first view (random-I) corresponds
to a viewpoint located inside of the cluster of triangles.
The triangles appear larger and block visibility of many
other triangles and consequently the computation is sig-
nificantly faster in comparison with the other views. The
second view (random-II) is depicted in Figure8-b.

Further we studied the growth of the occlusion tree dur-
ing its construction. We measured the size of the tree af-
ter processing each scene polygon using the approximate
occlusion sweep. To better understand the results hierar-
chical visibility tests were not applied for this test. On the
measured curve (Figure7-b) we can identify two big steps
of a sudden increase of the tree size. The first step cor-
responds to the insertion polygons near the viewpoint, the
second to farther polygons visible through the door (see
Figure7-a). We can observe that once the occlusion tree
contains all visible polygons its size does not increase.

Figure9 shows a visibility map from the bird’s perspec-
tive. We can see that the proposed algorithm efficiently
culls invisible part of the scene during the construction of
the occlusion tree. Visibility map is then build using only
visible polygons.



Figure10 shows a subset of a discontinuity mesh com-
puted using four visibility maps. The four maps were con-
structed for views centered at the vertices of the rectangu-
lar light source. Shadow vm-edges were then projected on
the associated occludees. More discontinuity edges could
be identified by searching through vertices of the four visi-
bility maps and matching the information about associated
shadow edges [16].

9 Conclusion and future work

We have presented an algorithm that efficiently constructs
a visibility map for a given view of the scene. The method
does not rely on a single projection plane and easily han-
dles views that span the whole spatial angle. Visibility
map is constructed by a two stage algorithm: construction
of a hierarchical representation of the view and its post-
processing.

The view is represented by the occlusion tree. The tree
is constructed using a novel concept of approximate oc-
clusion sweep that allows efficient incremental construc-
tion without complicated data structures for exact priority
orders. Occlusion sweep is interleaved with hierarchical
visibility tests what results in output sensitive behavior of
the algorithm in practice.

Visibility map is constructed by simple postprocessing
of the occlusion tree. We presented a classification of the
elements of visibility map that helps to better understand
the structure of the view. We evaluated our implementa-
tion of the technique on several non trivial scenes.

One of the challenging topics is the construction of an
approximate occlusion map using the proposed method.
This could overcome the problem of overly detailed out-
put of our algorithm in the presence of many very small
polygons. Another intersecting topic is the application
of occlusion maps in synthesis of occluders for occlusion
culling and visibility preprocessing. Visibility maps can
provide a lot of structural information that can improve ef-
ficiency of these techniques.
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Figure 9: (a) Visibility map computed in a large scene where most of the scene is invisible. (b) Visibility map from the
bird’s perspective. The algorithm efficiently culls invisible regions (shown in grey) and considers only the visible part of
the scene for visibility map construction. Computation time: 0.3s.

Figure 10: A subset of discontinuity mesh constructed using four visibility maps. The picture shows shadow edges of four
visibility maps projected on occludees. The visibility maps correspond to views from the four vertices of a rectangular
light source. Computation time: 1.2s.


